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In Memoriam:

Jeffrey Seinfeld

Dr. Jeffrey Seinfeld, a deep object relations thinker, scholar,
and theorist, died unexpectedly on January 25th, 2011.
He was a world-renowned author, a philosopher, a great
teacher and a mentor, and a friend to everyone in his
path. Dr. Seinfeld was a full professor of the NYU School
of Social work and a scientific faculty member and great
supporter of the Object Relations Institute since its birth

20 years ago. Dr. Seinfeld was full of life, energy, and ideas,
as he was preparing to be a discussant at the ORI’s 2011
anniversary conference,“Dialectics of Mortality and
Immortality: Time as a Persecutory vs. a Holding Object.”
This conference is dedicated now to the memory of
Dr. Jeffrey Seinfeld as the ORI community and the
whole NYC psychoanalytic community mourns.

Facebook: Tribute to Dr. Jeff Seinfeld
“Jeff had an everlasting effect on me, my work, my family, all
of his students, faculty and staff at NYU and the community at
large.” • “What was so great about Jeff, was that he made
you feel that it was ok to not be perfect...” • “...he made
you feel that therapy was really a journey between all the
individuals in the room...there are no “right” answers...” •
“...I keep envisioning you dancing with your coffee and your
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beard, while we tried to discern your chicken scratch all over
the board, as you dazzled us...” • “His energy and teaching
style were so unique and he was always available...” • “My
mom even came to visit a few classes because of how much
I raved about him.” • “A remarkable, brilliant man... He
inspired and educated so many individuals ~ it is impossible
to know how many hundreds of thousands were affected by
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him, as he taught so many people who chose to dedicate
their lives to helping others. And he was hilarious ~ he had
a gift for provoking deep thought and deep laughter....usually
at the same time...” • “Never in my educational journey
have I learned so much from one person in just one class...”
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